Title: BUG
Author: By Tracy Letts
Director: Richard Self
In Performance: April 6th – 13th 2019
Theme: A Psychological Thriller
Licence: Josef Weinburger Limited
Misc: Because of the adult themes and subject matter, this production is not suitable for under 16s

Description:
At a rundown desert motel, lonely Agnes begins a tentative relationship with a newcomer named Peter. He has a strange charisma, one that offers fearful and unstable Agnes a flicker of hope. Tension mounts as mysterious strangers appear at their door, past events haunt them at every turn and they are attacked by real bugs.

Tracy Letts's tale of love, madness and government conspiracy is a thought-provoking psycho-thriller that mixes terror and laughter at a fever pitch.

Cast:
- Agnes: Female - Playing age 40’s - American
- R.C: Female - 30’s – 40’s - American
- Peter: Male - Late 20’s-early 30’s - American
- Goss: Male - 40’s - American
- Dr Sweet: Any age - American

Audition Pages
- Agnes Speech page: 8 - 9 / 18 / 23 - 24 / 43 - 44
- R.C Speech page: 8 - 9
- Peter Speech page: 23 - 24 / 30 - 31 / 43 - 44
- Goss Speech page: 18 / 30 - 31 / 43 - 44
- Dr Sweet Speech page: 43 - 44

Audition Date:
Saturday - 16th June - 10am-11.30am

Director’s Contact Details:
Home 0208 854 3477
Mobile 07414 260 998

The full script can be purchased from amazon.co.uk:
‘Bug’
Publisher: Dramatists Play Services Inc
ISBN: 978-0-8222-2016-9